**Saturday, October 30, 1968**

**Wilson sets mark when they meet Brandeis at Briggs Field October 30, and a spread of 30 seconds to follow Wilson’s record-shattering performances.**

**Co-captain Jeff Weismann, temporarily leaving his post made a timely duck. Co-captain Jeff Weismann, temporarily leaving his post made a timely duck.**

**The Tech harriers journeyed to New York area. decisions, and raises their career potential.**

**By Ron Clise**

An undefeated RPI soccer team continued their winning ways with a shutout victory over the visiting Engineers by the engineers Saturday, 3:30. A well-coordinated attack kept the ball in RPI’s offensive territory for most of the game, and Tech was allowed few attempts at the RPI net.

**RPI’s offensive thrust was most potent in the form of their star player, Larry Petro ’70. Larry Petro ’70 led the Tech offense with four goals against the engineers, and is presently on a two game goal-scoring streak.**

**The season only half over.**

**Technical Reimbursement Program**

Directly applicable to their work, these programs offer engineers and scientists financial assistance for graduate studies at the many institutions in the Long Island-New York area.

**In-Plant Courses**

**Engineering Masters Fellowship Program**

To enhance creative design capability, one-year fellowships, and Technological management principles to group leaders who show technical manage-

**Professorialism at Grumman...is personal development programs**

As a graduating engineer, how can you position yourself so that your career chances are constantly optimized? Answer—get with an aerospace company where the optimum conditions are... Grumman. Here we take a keen interest in seeing that our engineers and scientists develop personally. We are sincerely interested in their personal progress within the company that they keep abreast of the sweeping advances in technology, not because they can contribute more than the multiplicity of small improvements, but because it makes for greater individual progress and well-being.

**Job satisfaction, if you will. Let’s look at these personal development programs.**

**Professional Development Programs**

Lasing for 2 years, participants are given, in 4 six-month’s terms, an opportunity for rapid technical updating on fundamental knowledge, and computer applications to problems of their immediate area. General discussions expand the knowledge of commonly shared problems, and special programs are available to help specific individuals.

**Senior Engineers’ Program**

**Senior Management Development**

Selected individuals within Grumman junior and middle management groups are nominated to attend management development programs which build on their technical knowledge, sharpen ability to make sound decisions, and their capability to manage complex programs.

**Basic Principles of Supervision Management**

A series of lectures oriented to help group leaders who show technical management ability.

**RPI rolls over varsityickers in 8-1 shellng**

**By John Wargo**

The Tech baseball team moved to New London, Connecticut Saturday only to place second to a new 3-0 Coast Guard team. Wagon was never seriously in the race and received the lowest end of the 3-28-88 loss. Co-captain Ben Wilson ’70 knocked over forty seconds off the 30:11:4.2 mile course record with a 10:26.5 clocking and finished nearly a half minute in front of the field. The next three finishers also cracked the mark and along with Wilson led a close, fast race. Both leading teams praised their runners well, Coast Guard grabbed second, third, fourth, sixth, and eighth in the meet with eight of each other (the first THREE tied for first in the Academy’s last meet); Coast Guard’s Bob Freyberg ’70, and Larry Petro ’70, Stan Eazell ’69, and John Owens ’70 crossed the line at nearly the same spread of 30 seconds to follow Wilson’s record-shattering performances. Coast Guard’s Bob Freyberg ’70 was left to be the outstanding “fast little” bit faster; they scored 36 points to 20.

**The Tech Sports**

**Tech catcher Rich Freyberg ’70 watches as Vermont batter hit him fielded grounder and Bob Gerber ’70 moves to cover first base.**

**If there were any bright spots in crashing defeat, they were focused on the outstanding pitching by two freshman pitchers.**

**Four seniors who were pitching with Kilmurray’s allowed no runs, and struck out eight, while giving up only one hit. Those pitchers will help the Raiders to next year’s freshman team.**